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Abstract
Computer tools usage has became one of the major trends in humanity and product design processes are not stranger to this situation. That is
the reason why diﬀerent computer tools (hardware and software) have been developed in order to support design tasks, enabling design processes
to achieve more innovative solutions by oﬀering more time to creativity. Nevertheless, the quantity and variety of available tools bring a high
level of complexity and their articulation becomes an important need to be tackled, aiming to integrate hardware and software applications onto
a single platform. This article describes the development of a collaborative design environment supported by the usage of computer tools for
product design processes. The proposed model is based on the integration of diﬀerent commercial hardware into a single platform. It is meant
to support product design meetings of collocated design teams in a work station where all team members can interact with design concepts in a
synchronous way. After the construction of a ﬁrst functional solution, a redesign process was conducted to develop a platform where key aspects
such as functionality, aesthetics and ergonomics were considered. Finally, the proposed solution is not only intended to perform as a stand-alone
platform, but also as a networked workstation that will allow distributed design processes.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the International Scientiﬁc
Committee of “24th CIRP Design Conference” in the person of the Conference
Chairs Giovanni Moroni and Tullio Tolio.
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1. Introduction
It is characteristic of the human nature to develop tools that
help carry out daily activities in an easier and optimal way. It
began with the invention of the wheel, and continues with the
aid of computers.
Despite this use of diﬀerent computer tools, the German his-
torian Joseph Weizenbaum mentioned that mankind only uses
computers to resolve things that they have already solved once
[1]. Although this is true in essence, the innovation promoted
by the use of computer tools has not inﬂuenced what is solved
but how the task is solved [2].
Related to computer tools usage and their implementation in
diﬀerent knowledge areas, there is a very important question to
recall: how can computer tools be used to support product de-
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sign processes?. As regards to this question, many computer
tools are used to facilitate product design processes in diﬀerent
ﬁelds, such as information and communication management as
well as 3D modelling, allowing designers to spend more time
on creativity rather than detail [3]. In fact, the usage of com-
puter tools has allowed to increase the success rate of the new
products up to 60% [4].
Nevertheless, such usage must be associated to certain de-
sign methodologies focused on results, in terms of quality and
lead times, and that are needed in the economy of the XXI cen-
tury. Moreover, it is necessary to integrate these computer tools
in order to facilitate the collaborative design process. This inte-
gration requires the engagement of new hardware and software
technologies and their user interaction.
This work is centred in how computer tools can support dif-
ferent design activities in collaborative teams, integrating dif-
ferent hardware solutions and allowing more time for creativity.
Finally, the resulting product product is centred in improving,
both, user experience and functionality in order to oﬀer a plat-
form where design tasks can be performed easily.
2. Computer tools supporting product design process
In terms of hardware that can be used in collaborative design
processes, several HIT (Human Interface Technologies) can be
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identiﬁed, including walls, tables and other surfaces in space
to interact with the information, but in an isolated way. This
means that if a team wants to use ICT (Information and Com-
munication Technologies) in its design, their must search for
diﬀerent solutions that can be used within the diﬀerent stages
of the PLC (Product Life Cycle). On table 1 a brief classiﬁca-
tion of the diﬀerent available HIT to support design processes
is presented.
Table 1. HIT classiﬁcation
Pointers and tablets
Infrared devices
Drawing devices
Touching devices
CAD support devices
VR/AR support devices[5]
Through the analysis of the state of the art [6] in computer
tools, the diﬀerent available solutions in hardware can be anal-
ysed as follows: i) HIT allow a more natural interface and allow
interaction in a direct and multi-modal way. ii) Groups of peo-
ple can interact with the same data at the same time and space.
iii) They allow users in diﬀerent locations to interact each other,
with the same data set. iv) There are applications using diﬀer-
ent and innovative interfaces. v) They are conceived to work
stand–alone. vi) In terms of cost, there are solutions that can
be adjusted to diﬀerent budgets. In the speciﬁc case of touch
screens, there is a cost range between 1,000–10,000 Euros by
the year of this publication.
3. Development of an integrated design environment
Considering aspects described on section 2, there was a mo-
tivation to develop a computer tool able to integrate the diﬀerent
available HIT and centre them into supporting product design
processes and to be connected to the speciﬁc needs of a de-
sign team. It is important that the design team knows the tools,
knows how to use the tools and that the tools must be functional
but not expensive [7].
Finally, the platform will be based on this insight: Develop a
low cost solution, composed by commercial elements with easy
acquisition in local market and propose integration between
them and tasks performed during product design processes.
Regarding the platform development, and following the Pahl
& Beitz methodology for conceptual design [8], the ﬁrst step
suggested a functional analysis starting with the high–level
black box (ﬁgure 1), where all platform’s information, mate-
rial and energy inputs and outputs are related. It is important
to recall that some of the inputs are consequence of the inter-
faces that the framework will use. Additionally, the solution
will integrate hardware and software into a novel solution that
will support product design processes.
About the interfaces, these should be associated to PLC
stages (e.g. Need identiﬁcation, design development, produc-
tion, distribution, usage, recycling)[9], as well as the moment in
which diﬀerent activities can be performed during each stage.
The identiﬁed activities are summarized in ﬁgure 2.
In this part, hardware must be connected with software and
methodologies in order to assure that design tasks, that are be-
ing executed within the PLC, are oriented to develop a product.
Therefore, in parallel, both platform and framework were de-
Fig. 1. Platform black box
Fig. 2. Design activities through the PLC
veloped. Consequently, as an addition to the activities carried
out during the design processes (determined by Product Design
Methodologies [8,10,11]), it is necessary to analyse and deﬁne
tools and interfaces for those processes. The list representing
the match between tools and interfaces can be observed in ﬁg-
ure 3.
Regarding the framework, which is the platform’s software
component, its development was centred onto a computer tools
classiﬁcation in product design process, which arrange tools ac-
cording to their usage within PLC. This classiﬁcation is drawn
up from two main categories: i) “Functional tools”, which are
used in speciﬁc activities from diﬀerent PLC stages (e.g. tools
for needs identiﬁcation, tools for conceptual design, etc.) and
“Collaborative-work support tools”, which are used through-
out all stages (e.g. Communication tools, Coordination tools,
etc.)[12].
Thus, due to the collaborative nature of the design process,
the solution should be multitouch in order to support design
team simultaneous interaction, including and integrating hard-
ware and software. As the insight considers a low cost solution,
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Fig. 3. Mapping of activities, tools and interfaces in design processes
the ﬁngers’ motion was tracked in a big screen using CCV1
of the NUI Group[13], and transmitted to the computer screen
where a camera is connected.
The research process lead to an increasing active area and
thus, the surface needed in order to achieve a product that could
meet design requirements. Many concepts were tested in order
to check the feasibility of CCV solutions. The explanation of
these concepts, and the evolution onto a ﬁnal solution can be
observed in table 2.
The developed solution was centred on improving the con-
cept used in test 11 (see table 2). Within this concept, it was im-
portant to assure that the projection area will be large enough to
enable smooth team collaboration. It was determined that using
a 4:3 ratio, the largest part of the projection should be 1 meter.
To accomplish this, it was important to take into consideration
the image projector’s speciﬁcations, as to achieve a 1 meter pro-
jection it was necessary to guarantee a length to the beam of 1.4
meters. This constraint associated to the implications of work-
ing in a standing position (due to the required 1 meter high) was
going to be determinant at the validation stage.
This technical constraint forced the design solution to use
mirrors in order to achieve the projection area, without having
an elevated surface. Likewise, it was important to have a desk
for an easy transportation, so it should include mechanisms to
allow multiple folding degrees.
ﬁgure 4 shows the exploded view of the resulting platform
(4a), its assembly where the folding mechanism can be ob-
served (4b) and a teamwork session in the platform (4c)
Finally, in table 3 the commercial items included in the plat-
form are listed.
4. Platform validation
In order to validate the platform performance and design
speciﬁcations, seven tests were conducted. The results of each
1Community Core Vision: is a open source solution for computer vision and
machine sensing
Table 2. Concept evolution
Name of the test Software Hardware
1. Square box CCV Box, webcam of 2mpx, acrylic sheet,
and computer.
2. Projection on
vertical translu-
cent surface
CCV Translucent surface (glass), webcam,
computer, and projector (lit context).
3. Projection
on vertical semi-
opaque surface
CCV Semi-opaque surface, webcam, com-
puter, and projector (lit background).
4. Projection
on vertical semi-
opaque surface
CCV Semi-opaque surface, webcam, com-
puter, and projector (adapted context;
dark and lit background in order to
make functional test).
5. Wii mote Smoothboard Modiﬁed IR Pen, Wii remote control
and projector.
6. Multi-inputs LINUX
OS, KYLE
window
manager.
5 mouse and 5 keyboard.
7. X-box Kinect CCV,
Kinect
controller
Kinect, computer, projecting surface,
and projector.
8. Projection
on horizontal
surface
CCV Projecting semi-opaque surface
(acrylic), computer, webcam, and
projector (dark background, the lit one
is ruled out).
9. Projection
on horizontal
surface
CCV Projecting semi -opaque surface, com-
puter, webcam, and projector (dark
background, the lit one is ruled out).
10. Table CCV Surrounding table, projecting semi-
opaque surface, webcam, computer,
and projector.
11. Table with
infrared device
CCV Surrounding table, projecting semi-
opaque surface, webcam, computer,
projector, and infrared devices.
(a) Exploded view (b) Final assembly
(c) Working platform
Fig. 4. Developed platform
test can be observed in table 4.
After several tests it was possible to conclude that the
proposed solution would not properly operate in real situa-
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Table 3. Commercial items
Function Commercial solution
Sound player Logitech - LS21 2.1 Stereo Speaker System
Sound recorder Logitech USB Desktop Microphone
Image projection Epson Projector H430a
Image detection Logitech 720p Webcam C905
Infrared light This light was built using infrared led
Processor - CPU HP Desktop: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU
Q4800 @2.66GHz. RAM: 4GB. Windows 7
32bits.
Table 4. Test protocol summary for ﬁrst platform
Test name Principal conclusion
Shape design,
ergonomics and
space distribution
The height of the platform (height selected in or-
der to meet the desired projection area resulted in a
not comfortable environment to work on it. First at
all, all the users must work stand for long periods,
and second at all, shorter users (percentile 5) were
not able to interact normally with the platform. Re-
garding to the time of response of the platform, the
average response time after an event was of 2 sec-
onds.
Internal system dis-
tribution
The distribution of the internal elements allowed a
proper projection, nevertheless, it was uncomfort-
able for the users to arrange the internal items.
Material test The platform performed well in terms of mechan-
ical requirements, nevertheless, due to it was a
closed environment, some elements tend to over-
heat during long run operations.
Projection test Even if the geometry was built in order to supply
the desired area of projection, the projection was
never achieved. This is particularly critical because
the interaction with the platform is not the same de-
pending on where the user is. Also, the quality of
the image provided by the projector is not as good
as is expected and the users reported that it was hard
to read on it.
Long run operation It was never able to have the platform calibrated
for more than 20 minutes (even with the infrared
adaption, where the camera was not disturbed by
the colour changes in the projection). In addition
to test 5, these results question the usability of the
platform prototype and it became necessary to think
in a radical redesign.
Structural integrity
and assembly
safety factors
The platform performed as excepted during these
test.
External factors The platformwas not suitable to work with the pres-
ence of food and beverages. Regarding to trans-
portation, the platform was able to being trans-
ported on ﬂat pathways, but when it was taken to
oﬀ-road conditions the wheels were damaged.
tions. The software did not recognize the ﬁnger shadows cor-
rectly.The CCV did not provide the necessary modiﬁcations
that allowed the system to work properly, even if the surface
material was well chosen. Additionally, if the system was able
to detect the ﬁngers motion, it was not able to do it for long
periods. Therefore, users remarked that the desk was not er-
gonomic, that standing for long periods of time was not com-
fortable.
To solve these diﬃculties, another alternative arose by inte-
grating a commercial touch screen. This solution will improve
both, “precision”, because the implemented CCV was only able
to assure a value around the 3cm square for each position and
“ergonomics”, allowing to develop a desk table where users can
be in seated position, whivh is more comfortable for long peri-
ods of time.
At this point, the research project was oriented to redesign
the platform, taking into account all functional and ergonomic
considerations collected during the validation test. In addition,
a better set of aesthetic characteristic for the product was in-
tended to be included.
5. Development of the ﬁnal integrated design environment
The redesign process was focused on three aspects: improv-
ing ergonomics, functionality and aesthetics. It was intended
that aesthetics should rule the design and functionality and er-
gonomics must follow in order to develop a highly functional
product, centred in product ergonomics and outstanding aes-
thetics aspect.
5.1. Shape and aesthetic research
The ﬁrst part in the shape research was the development of a
perceptual map that will help to identify the global trends in the
ﬁeld of multi–touch tables (see ﬁgure 5). Transition between
traditional desks to modern desks was identiﬁed; directly con-
nected with rising costs. Because of this, they are highly seg-
mented sectors. This segmentation is determined completely by
the technology solution implemented.
Opaque 
Translucent 
Traditional 
Monophasic basic 
projection 
Transparency 
in glass 
Modern 
Opaque 
modern 
Slim projection 
Opaque 
projection 
Fig. 5. Perceptual maps
The device used to detect motion in these types of projec-
tions can be divided in two types:
• Opaque projections: the technological solution is based
on the use of projectors over ﬂat surfaces. The use of cam-
eras to detect the ﬁnger shadow are a low cost solution. In
this type of solution was based the ﬁrst developed platform
(section 3).
• Slim projection: the technological solution is based on
plasma or LCD screens with touch membranes. The new
platform will implement this technology.
Finally, it was determined that the new design environment
should ﬁt into slim projection and will adapt to “modern” char-
acteristic according to the perceptual map. For deﬁning aes-
thetics, tools from industrial design theory were used. A Trend
Board centred into the usage of wood and translucent materials
was developed (see ﬁgure 6).
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MODULAR 
ACTIVO 
TÁCTIL 
TRANSPARENTE 
SOBRIEDAD 
MODERNO 
FLAMANTE 
Fig. 6. Trends board summary
5.2. New platform
This platform does not have to follow a geometry in order to
guarantee a projection area. This is because the projection will
now be made through the implementation of commercial items,
in this case, the use of a 42 inch LCD (Liquid Crystal Display).
Regarding the touching device to be implemented over the
display, three commercial solutions were identiﬁed: capacitive
membranes, resistive membranes and optical screens. Due to
budget constraints, the optical solution was selected. In this
solution, there is a frame which is equipped with over 200 de-
vices, that are emitting and receiving light. If there is any in-
terference, the system detects its position and associates it as a
touching event, allowing up to 24 events.
In terms of software, after many trials it was decided to use
Microsoft WindowsTM as the operative system, since there is
more commercial software available that support design pro-
cesses, specially 3D CAD/CAM/CAE software. Finally, a soft-
ware framework was written using JavaTM, and this allowed in-
tegration of diﬀerent design tools in a screen with six diﬀerent
inputs at the same time.
The new structure was focused on supporting the display,
adapting the multi–touch screen and storing the computer and
other related items. Also, this new design has a strong com-
ponent on improving the interaction between the user and the
platform itself, so the design is more modern and inviting to
use it.
About the developed product, it was achieved to design a
platform with a projection area of 0.93m×0.53m (16:9 ratio).
Also, it allows:
• An improved ergonomic experience for users, allowing
them to work seated and standing during the development
of the working sessions.
• A functional improvement, developing a solution which
delivers sensitivity according to what the user expects (less
than 1cm2). Additionally, a solution that does not run un-
calibrated.
• The platform provides two extra work surfaces, each with
a surface of 0.58m2 (0.56m×1.04m). This gives users
more freedom at the time of working sessions at the table.
Regarding the number of persons who can interact in the
product design processes using the platform, and according to
users’ experience, between two and four participants is the rec-
ommended number of users. Finally, in ﬁgure 7 the redesigned
platform can be observed as: closed position (7a), in the open
position (7b) and during a working session with three users (7c).
(a) Closed position (b) Open position
(c) New platform
Fig. 7. New platform developed
6. Redesigned Platform Validation
In order to evidence the improvement of the new platform,
the same protocol described in 4 was performed during ten days
of experimentation with the platform. The results and the con-
clusions compared to the previous platform, can be seen in ta-
ble 5.
An additional guided experiment was also developed. The
platform was used to support a design team on a academic
product development process. The experiment was conducted
by 4th year students from a Product Design Engineering (PDE)
program, in a course–project called “Electric Mobility Systems
Design”. These courses have a structure, where the product de-
sign methodology is divided in four stages: need research and
problem statement, conceptual design, detailed design and pro-
totype and testing [14,15].
In this case study, two diﬀerent teams were evaluated, one
using the platform-framework with integrated computer tools
and another team using isolated technological aids. The ob-
jective was to develop an electric vehicle to deliver fast food,
according to the speciﬁc needs of the local market. In table 6
can be observed the percentage of completed task in each de-
sign stage, in terms of using a deﬁned number of tools to be
utilized, issued from DTM (Design Theory and Methodologies)
approach.
These results, highlight that on “Need identiﬁcation” stage
there is an important diﬀerence (43%) between the team that
used the platform and the team that did not used it. Since this
stage is more centred into developing working meetings in or-
der to make decisions, the platform allows to perform this in a
more natural manner. In the “Conceptual design” stage, where
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Table 5. Test protocol summary for redesigned platform
Test name Principal conclusion
Formal design,
ergonomics and
space distribution
The height of the platform was ergonomic for the
interaction of the users and when they worked in
groups of two, the platform ran with no prob-
lem. With the test conducted with more people the
platform performed without any problem, but with
groups of more than 4 persons. Users reported that
it was uncomfortable to work. Regarding the time
of response of the platform, the average response
time after an event was of less than 1 second.
Internal system dis-
tribution
The distribution of components improved the expe-
rience oﬀered by the old design.
Material test The platform performed well on all the aspects of
the test.
Projection test The test was not performed because the image is
projected by a TV.
Long run operation During the 10 testing days, the platform never be-
came uncallibrated. This issue was the biggest
problem in the ﬁrst platform and was resolved in
the new one.
Structural integrity
and assembly
safety factors
The platform performed well during test.
External factors The test with food and beverages was not performed
because the supplier of the multitouch frame said
that this test could not be performed. On the other
test, the platform performed as expected.
Table 6. Case study results
Design Stage With the plat-
form
Without the
platform
Need identiﬁcation 100% 57%
Conceptual design 100% 75%
Detailed design 95% 50%
collaborative teamwork is replaced by the realization of indi-
vidual design tasks, there is not a big diﬀerence between the
teams performance. However, 25 % more tools were used, even
by achieving a full use of recommended tools. The “Detailed
design” stage reported also 45% more eﬀectiveness of the sug-
gested design methodology, as more activities were performed
with the redesigned platform. By calculating the simple aver-
age, it can be said that the new platform guarantee a method-
ological following in 98.3% compared to 60.7% without the
platform.
7. Conclusions and further research
Several conclusions can be established by the implementa-
tion of computer tools aids, in terms of an integrated solution of
hardware and software. The ﬁrst one is that the usage of tools
does not assure the quality of the designed product.
Nevertheless, by the use of this technological aids it can
appreciated that designers are more driven to follow a design
methodology, and using diﬀerent computer tools that will help
them to complete a design task more easily. In this connection,
it can be mentioned that the integration of the computer tools
into design processes is useful in terms that it empowers the
quality of the design process.
This statement should be taken by design teams as an in-
spiration towards designing in XXI century. Even if there is
not a solution that assures the quality and market performance
of a designed product, since the computer tools empowers de-
sign processes to have more quality, the usage of these allows
to develop products that consider more implications within the
product life cycle, allowing better products.
About the platform development, it was found that it is more
important to fulﬁl technical speciﬁcations rather than cost or
ﬂexibility of the product itself. In this connection, the ﬁrst
platform was intended to develop a low cost solution, but it
had problems in terms of ergonomics and functionality. Ad-
ditionally, the redesigned platform was built as a low cost solu-
tion too, but not relegating important issues in user experience,
such as ergonomics represented in a comfortable position dur-
ing the design sessions and functionality, with a product that
could stand for days calibrated and oﬀering more precision.
Finally, further research must be centred in developing a
more ubiquitous product, in both, hardware and software. The
mail goal of the technological aids in product design processes
should be a solution that should identify the user, including its
design skills, and based on the user, propose a speciﬁc design
methodology which will be supported by technological aids and
can connect with diﬀerent platforms creating a distributed de-
sign network.
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